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BOEING GRAPH. 3D POWER GRAPHICS v 2.0. By Boeing Computer Services. Seattle,
WA, 1987. For the-IBM PC or compatible personal computer with 512K memory,
enhanced graphics adapter (EGA) color graphics card with 256K memory, one floppy
disk drive and a hard disk, DOS version 2.0 or later, CRT display compatible with the
EGA card, and a parallel printer with graphics capability. $395.00.
BoeingGraph is a program forcreating full-color business and scientific graphs. The
program design consists of a data file module, known as the Data Manager, and a
graphics module. The Data Manager accepts and formats data and text for the
construction of a graph. The graphics module manipulates the completed data file to
produce thedesired graph. The entire process is guided by the most comprehensive and
user-friendly menu system I have ever used in a graphics package: the well-written and
thoroughly illustrated manual almost becomes superfluous.
The Data Manager is simply a modified spreadsheet into which data may be entered
or generated by using the limited repertoire of equations provided. Data created or
entered via another program may also be loaded into the Data Manager in several
formats, including DIF, SYLK, ASCII, Boeing CALC ASC, Lotus WKS and WK1,
and Boeing Graph 3DT files. I found that the Data Manager is quite adequate for
simple data entry; however, data which requires complicated mathematical treatment
is better handled by a heavy-duty spreadsheet or a math CAD program before
transferring to the Data Manager.
The graphics module is divided broadly into three types of graphs-two-
dimensional, three-dimensional, and three-dimensional stacked types. The two-dimen-
sional and three-dimensional graphs display data in two and three dimensions,
respectively. The three-dimensional stacked graphs allow the composer to combine
several pages ofdata. A given three-dimensional stacked graph is a single graph with
layered risers, in essence a fourth dimension, representing the different pages ofdata.
Each of the three types has a number of preset graphs which may be viewed in a
mini-graph menu and selected by toggling through the choices. Data from the Data
Manager may be redrawn in any ofthese forms by pressing only one button. There are
sixteen preset two-dimensional graphs, including the standard pie, histogram, and
multiple-line graphs, as well as an interesting polar coordinate and spectral graph.
Thirty-three preset, three-dimensional graphs comprise mainly fishnet variants and
graphs with a wide assortment ofgeometrical solids for risers. The twenty-two preset,
three-dimensional stacked graphs include many from thethree-dimensional type, a few
unusual forms, and several which incorporate spectral mapping into the layered
risers.
When the composer decides upon the appropriate dimensional typeofgraph and the
particular form it will take, he or she can choose the best viewing angle. There are
sixteen preset viewing angles which may be selected, or the composer can enter the
custom viewing angle mode. This mode is similar to a CAD program in that the graph
may be manipulated in space to the exact three-dimensional perspective desired.
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At this point, each aspect of the graph can be individually modified in some way.
Choices governing color, tone, texture, grid display, cell spacing, row and column
orientation, label dimension and orientations, character fonts, and other items may be
approached by the preset options or the custom route. Preset options are coordinated
schemes which generally display the graph well; however, the custom route certainly
offers the composer full control of every detail. For example, custom color mixing
allows the composer actually to combine the primary colors in various amounts to
achieve a particular hue.
There are two printing options-the fast, low-resolution option and the "Super-
Print" high-resolution option, which automatically prints at the highest resolution
allowed byone's printer. The latteroption isespecially designed for laser printers, since
most can achieve the maximum density of 300 characters per square inch. For color
printers, the program allows one to cycle through the available colors so that the graph
may be restyled appropriately. I tested the program, using an inexpensive dot matrix
printer and a laser printer. The dot matrix printer was only capable of printing in the
low-resolution mode and produced an acceptable graph. The laser printer, utilizing the
high-resolution mode, produced a graph with extraordinary detail and contrast.
The Boeing Graph produces graphs that are spectacular. The menu system makes
data entry and graph construction as simple and fast as possible; the preset and custom
options speed the process without compromising control. The high-resolution mode
allows the fine detail of the graph to be appreciated, and the right combination of
contrast and texture produces a truly eye-catching graph.
There wereonly twodisadvantages tothe package that I could detect. First, as far as
scientific applications are concerned, the program is incapable ofdisplaying error bars
as they might beassociated with points in a two-dimensional graph. Second, though the
laser-printed black-and-white graph is far better than any I have seen from another
graphics package, it still is a letdown from the beautiful color image produced on the
monitor. A color printer would be an improvement, but the choices would still be
limited. Some have found that taking a photograph of the monitor produces a
satisfactory result. A few illustration facilities possess equipmentwhich produces slides
directly from the computer. Even with these disadvantages, the package generates
marvelous graphs, and I recommend it highly.
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CARDIOVASCULAR SCORE CARD: RISK FACTOR ANALYSIS SoFrWARE. Easton, MA,
Queset Medical Software Inc., 1987. For IBM PC with graphicorcompatible or Apple
II or 11+ with a 16K language card, 3 disks, and a manual, $200.00.
In recent years, there has been a heightened interest in the detection and modifica-
tion of risk factors for cardiovascular disease, one of the nation's leading causes of
death. This software package provides a data base which incorporates six risk factors
for cardiovascular disease and a patient history section to evaluate an individual's risk
profile. The program adequately evaluates patients 36 to 70 years old. Input
information includes such personal data as name, address, sex, and age. Medical data
required are systolic blood pressure, smoking habits, presence or absence of left
ventricular hypertrophy (LVH), random glucose, cholesterol, high-density lipoproteins